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TEST YOUR BRAIN WITH KANOODLE® LOGIC PUZZLE GAME 

Boost your spatial reasoning, problem-solving, and critical and  

strategic thinking skills through fun puzzle play with 

Kanoodle® from Learning Resources® 

 

With over 687M views on TikTok, Kanoodle® is the small tabletop logic puzzle game with big appeal! 

This bestselling solitaire game boosts players’ spatial reasoning, problem-solving, and critical and 

strategic thinking skills through fun, hands-on play. 

Brought to you by leading educational toys company Learning Resources®, the original Kanoodle 

game offers players 200 brain-bending puzzle challenges in two unique formats - tricky 2D puzzles 

and mind-bending 3D pyramids - which players complete using the set’s colourful puzzle pieces. 

There are 6 levels of puzzle challenges, and they become increasingly more difficult as players work 

their way through the included puzzle challenge book. 

When the puzzle play is over, the game pieces and puzzle challenge book store inside the pocket-

sized game board, which makes Kanoodle an ideal travel game as well. 

Check out the original Kanoodle and more of our popular Kanoodle solitaire puzzle games. There’s 

Kanoodle Fusion, the mind-bending light up puzzle game, Kanoodle Pyramid which tests players 

spatial reasoning skills, and more. You can even take the #kanoodlechallenge on TikTok! 

Kanoodle is available at www.learningresources.co.uk and our Amazon* storefront  

with an RRP of £12.95, and is suitable for ages 7-107! 

*Amazon ASIN: B000FGECAI 
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Notes to editors: 

• Prices are correct at the time of issue and may be subject to change without notice. 

• Non-returnable samples are available on request. 

• Images available on request. 

• Contact Lianne Bertelli: lianne@bertellicommunications.co.uk 

 

 

 

ABOUT LEARNING RESOURCES®: 

We're Learning Resources®, and learning is where we play! With 40 years of experience, our family-

owned company’s mission is to offer children educational toys for infinite inspiration to succeed in 

school and beyond. From ABCs and 123s to fine motor, coding and STEM, our award-winning 

products help children discover countless ways to develop a lifelong love of learning while they build 

new skills. That’s why our products are recommended by teachers, trusted by parents, and loved by 

children. Our company holds the global master toy license for Numberblocks, the award-winning TV 

series that helps children build a solid foundation in maths principles. In 2022, Learning Resources 

expanded our dedication to learning and enrichment with Brightkins™, a line of interactive pet 

training tools and toys that help families discover bright ways for pets to play, and Hunger for 

Words™, a range of pet communication tools and resources. For more information, please visit 

https://www.learningresources.co.uk/ 
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